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ABSTRACT
Virtual Computing Lab is a higher education cloud comput-
ing environment that on demand, allocates a chosen software
stack on the required hardware and gives access to the cus-
tomers, in this case NCSU students, faculty and staff. VCL
has been in operation since 2004. An important component
of the quality of the services provided by a cloud is the re-
liability and availability. For example, typical availability
of the system exceeds 0.999, and reservation reliability is in
the 0.99 range. VCL provides comprehensive information
(provenance, logs, etc.) about its execution, its resources,
and its performance. We mined the VCL log files to find out
more about its reliability and availability, and the character
of its faults and failures. This paper presents some of these
results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verifi-
cation—Reliability,Statistical methods; C.4 [Performance
of Systems]: Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability

General Terms
Measurement, Reliability, Theory

Keywords
Cloud Computing, VCL Production Software Failures, Soft-
ware Reliability and Availability

1. INTRODUCTION
General high-level architecture of a cloud environment is

illustrated in Fig. 1 Every cloud needs to support a) some
type of bare-metal or virtual resources (computational, stor-
age, networking), b) collection of provenance and other in-
formation about its operation, failures, data, etc. (e.g.,
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Figure 1: Cloud Computing Architecture

through logs), c) one or more user and management in-
terfaces, d) help desk and maintenance infrastructure, e)
appropriate security, privacy, license management, etc., f)
authentication, authorization, and accounting, g) domain
specific service (e.g., a Healthcare cloud would have a num-
ber of healthcare specific services), h) communications via
network and one or more API-s for access across network,
i) a data-bus (possibly multiple methods of access internal
and external storage), and j) appropriate fault-tolerance and
reliability characteristics.

This paper is focused on a discussion of the reliability and
availability [2], [9] of a production cloud operating at NC
State University (NCSU) called Virtual Computing Labora-
tory (VCL) [1].

VCL [1] is an award-winning open source technology for
delivery of cloud computing services developed in partner-
ship with IBM and several other organizations. VCL has
been in production operation since 2004. Its community is
considerable and includes a number of NC and US higher-
education institutions, as well as higher-educations institu-
tions abroad. VCL is in pilot assessment for use in K-12
environments.

It is well known that network-based education requires
highly reliable and fault-tolerance services. Plato and No-
vaNET [3] have have been offering reliability and failure as-
sessment information to its users for over 50 years now [5],
[7], [8], [14].
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Armbrust et.al. [4], Buyya et.al. [6], and Vouk [16], have
expressed the need for reliability in the cloud. They note
that appropriate reliability and fault-tolerance is very im-
portant for the success of cloud computing.

In VCL, users request one or more software stacks called
‘images’. VCL loads the requested image(s) on to the as-
signed hardware and after appropriate authentication and
authorization gives access to the user. This is called a ‘reser-
vation’. At NCSU, VCL delivers about 250,000 dedicated
sole-use ‘image’ reservations per year along with another
10.5 million High-Performance Computing (HPC) CPU hours
per year.

In this paper we discuss VCL reliability and failure cate-
gories. Using VCL logs, we determined the times when fail-
ures occurred as well as their character. There are a num-
ber of failure and fault categories and we discuss some of
them. Pro-active monitoring the cloud system provenance,
performance and security is at the heart of all corrective
and prevention actions. A good understanding of the roots
of the problems and of the reliability profile of a cloud com-
puting environment allows us to both better react to issues
and mitigate them, as well as preventively manage them,
and avoid them [12]. Some of the related actions include a)
allocation of extra human maintenance resources at times
when issues are predicted to arise due to capacity overload,
security situations, and similar, b)“borrowing” of resources
from other clouds, c) load balancing, etc.

1.1 Organization of this Paper
In Section 2 we provide more information about VCL.

We also describe the format of the VCL logs and logging
processes that are relevant to the current discussion. In
Section 3 we discuss the nature of VCL failures and faults,
and relevant descriptive and predictive modeling. In Section
4 we present the related work, and in Section 5 we conclude
and point to future directions of research.

2. VIRTUAL COMPUTING LABORATORY
VCL “is an open source implementation of a secure pro-

duction level on-demand utility computing and services ori-
ented technology for wide-area access to solutions based on
virtualized and bare-metal resources, including computa-
tional, storage and software resources” [1], [13], [17]. The in-
frastructure at NCSU has more than 2000 computers (most
of them are IBM BladeCenter blades) and delivers diverse
computing services to more than 40,000 users. There are
close to 900 different software service stacks called ‘images’.
An image can range from a bare-machine hypervisor or op-
erating system load, to virtual guest operating system loads,
to any combination of the system and middlware and appli-
cations. Service can be individual and group based (e.g.,
for synchronized classroom or lab use), server-oriented, sub-
clouds, and HPC. VCL also allows integration of external
cloud services and hybrid cloud services. At NCSU VCL is
operated as a private cloud, and all transactions and commu-
nications are logged. This includes networking, reservations
and usage, security, resource provenance and performance
logs, and other relevant information. Service reservations
can be one-time or recurring, stateless or stateful, and they
can be requested on-demand, or for some future time.

Fig. 2 illustrates VCL architecture. This architecture
maps fully onto Fig. 1 general cloud components, i.e., VCL
provides all required cloud elements. The users initially go

Figure 2: VCL Architecture

through a web portal to authenticate. Once authorized,
VCL presents them with the choice of all the pre-built im-
ages available for them to reserve. The images available
to choose from depend on the user privileges and category.
The user then chooses one of the images, a cluster of images,
or another mode of operation (e.g., stateful or stateless op-
eration, creation of new service images using base-line im-
ages, etc.). They also request the time frame for which they
want to use the resources. Their request is recorded in the
database. Then a VCL checks on the availability of the re-
sources and images, and hands the request over to one of its
distributed resource management nodes (MN). Selected MN
then loads the images (virtual or bare-metal) onto identified
real or virtual hardware, and allows the user personalized
access. Typically Linux based images are given direct ac-
cess via ssh, or via the application service they are running,
while Windows based desktops are are accessed using RDP
protocol. Windows servers are accessed using appropriate
application interface. Time-out, IP-locking, VLAN-ing and
one-time and NCSU corporate passwords are used to secure
the resources and services. VCL also has a protected pri-
vate back-channel to all of its physical and virtual resources
to load them, manage them and secure them. VCL can be
used to seamlessly access resource on other VCL clouds, and
commercial cloud services such as Amazon EC2, IBM Blue
Cloud, and soon Azure.

2.1 VCL Management Node Log Format
VCL logs information at many levels. Centrally, its database

has global information about all transactions (and failures)
since the day VCL went into production (2004). However,
each management node keeps extensive additional logs that
allow optimization, debugging, forensics, management and
recovery operations. Furthermore, each VCL image can
be instrumented using open-source or proprietary resource
monitoring agents.

In this paper we will focus on two sources - the relevant
information from the global repository, and a sample of MN-
based logs to illustrate the dynamics of the detailed pro-
cesses and failures. Fig.3 illustrates the content of a record
in the VCL daemon (or MN) log. It has a time stamp field, a
unique identifier field, the caller information field, and infor-
mation about the VCLd code that is emitting the message.
The unique identifier is in turn comprised of three parts,
namely the process ID, the (request ID,reservation ID) pair
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Figure 3: Partial Structure of VCLd (or MN) Log
Record

and the state of the VCL system. We can determine which
reservation a particular log line belongs to by extracting this
detail.

MN log files are collected locally, in the same machine
on which the VCLd daemon is executing, and so there is
not much delay in collecting the information. Neverthe-
less, the time stamp is not the time at which the message
is logged, but rather the time at which the logging method
was called, i.e., when the particular event happened in the
system. The MN clocks are synchronized to the NCSU cam-
pus time servers. The process ID is the thread ID that is
currently handling this particular reservation. The (request
ID, Reservation ID) pair is generated from the database at
the time of image request and time of image reservation.
They are two separate IDs since not all requests will result
in a reservation. This can happen due to a failure after a re-
quest has been made but the reservation did not complete.
The state of the system indicates which specific action of
the reservation process the system is currently in. Using
the combination of these three fields we can uniquely iden-
tify a particular action of a specific reservation. We need to
identify each action in a reservation uniquely because each
action can either complete execution successfully, or result
in a failure. It is these failures that we are interested in.
For each failure that may eventually become visible to the
end-user (e.g., a failed reservation), there may be multiple
action failures in the MN log.

The next field is the caller information field. This records
which line of which file in the code makes the call to the
logging method. This is used to identify which event has
just executed. The last field in Fig.3, namely, the string
field contains the actual log message. This is the field we
inspect to determine if the action is a failure or not. The
string contains the word ‘CRITICAL’ or ‘WARNING’ when
a critical or warning type failure occurs.

Each of these fields are separated by the ‘|’ (pipe) symbol.
We read the log file line by line. Then we split each line into
tokens based on the separator symbol. Once we have the
tokens we examine the token for the string field to see if it
has the case sensitive words ‘CRITICAL’ or ‘WARNING’.
If it does then we grab hold of the tokens for the timestamp
and the unique identifier fields for that event. We write the
time stamp to either the file with critical failures or the file
with warning failures. Then we use the unique identifier and
iterate through the log file till we reach the next action of
the reservation. We do this because some times a specific ac-
tion might have multiple warning or critical messages. This
is due to the cascading effect of the failures.These warning
and critical messages are often separated by mere seconds.
Collecting them as separate failures would be incorrect as
they are all of the same failing action of a reservation. Note
that we consider failures that happen in different actions

Figure 4: Dashboard for VCL Transactions

of the same reservation to be separate failures because it
signifies that the reservation failed in multiple steps.

Note also that in the ideal implementation of this research,
the analysis and prediction of failures would be done in real
time. This paper however is an exploratory study, and here
we extract and analyze failures from the log files after the
fact.

2.2 VCL Database Logs
This set of logs provides global information about all VCL

transactions at a particular installation. In the case of NCSU
VCL, this encompasses 3 data centers, and users from NCSU
and about 50 other NC institutions. While the internal MN
logs are not open to public. A lot of useful information that
can be gleaned from central transaction repository is pre-
sented to the VCL managers either through the Dashboard
(Fig. 4) or to general public through the VCL Statistics
interface tabs.

Dashboard provides, for example, information about the
number of active reservations, on-line computers, and failed
computers, top 5 images used, top recent computer failures,
and top recent image failures. This allows quick and efficient
insight into VCL operation, but it also facilitates mitigation
and management activities.

It also points to a richness of faults and failure categories
that exist in a cloud environment. Most of them are re-
lated to infrastructure issues, capacity issues, changes in op-
erational profile (frequency of usage), and erroneous image
to resource mappings. However, some are related to image
building functions, and some (rare but present) to actual
bugs in VCL codes.

Statistics display page allows a comprehensive insight into
VCL operational profile over its life, into its reliability (and
which images fail most often - usually capacity and image to
hardware mapping related, but sometimes related to exper-
iments with images themselves), and to failures that range
from unavailability of resources (e.g., hardware unavailable,
license unavailable, image off-line, etc.), to potential percep-
tion failures that have to do with speed of service (e.g., how
long does it take to load an image), to actual failures on
part of users to accept a reservation, and failures to prepare
a computer for the end-user. Since VCL has built in fail-over
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Figure 5: VCL Concurrent Reservations from
September 2004 to February 2009

mechanisms, not all recorded failures end-up being seen by
the end-user.

For example, one can learn that in between March 7, 2010
and March 7, 2011 there were close to 200,000 image reser-
vation requests that consumed close to 490,000 computer-
hours, that all but 7,247 of the reservations where for im-
mediate use (“now”) rather than being scheduled for later,
and that end-user failed to receive requested resources (un-
available) in only about 0.55% of the cases, indicates an es-
timated reservation reliability of about 0.9945. In the same
period of time there were no system-wide failures (i.e., at
any time there always were some VCL resources available),
however individual users may have experienced network or
access related outages of a few minutes. A conservative es-
timate of the system availability is in excess of 0.999-s.

3. DISCUSSION OF USAGE AND FAILURES

3.1 Operational Profile
The key concept in any analysis of real-time dynamic large

scale system, such as clouds, is its operational profile - the
frequency of execution of its internal and external functions,
services and operations, along with risks associated with the
failure of any of those items [10].

VCL’s operational profile is very complex. For example,
its externally visible usage profile, on the general (non-HPC)
side, is that of the number of reservations per day, and the
number of concurrent reservations per day (refer Fig. 5).
The latter is very important. If the concurrent capacity of
the installation is below peak concurrent usage, users will
experience failures in the form of unavailable resource mes-
sages. Today this concurrency threshold is as much as 700
to 800 real of virtual machines. Daily VCL usage is about 2
to 3 times that number.

When considering its primary service function (again on
the non-HPC side), i.e. delivery of selected images, we see
that, unsurprisingly, the “most popular” images are those
that are used in large classes across campus, such as Maple,
Matlab and MS Office. Table 1 illustrates some of the profile
information for four most frequently used images in the last
year. For example, long load times (usually due to the fact
that the image has to be loaded from scratch onto a resource)

Figure 6: Number of Unique Users/Day

can be perceived as failures by users even if the reservations
eventually succeed. On the average, our scheduling and pre-
loading algorithms are about 80% effective in delivery very
short reservation times. We are working on improving that
through more intelligent pre-scheduling, virtualization and
LUN-based booting.

To gain a more intimate insight into failures we take a
peek “under the hood” of a management node. We do that
by discussing data for 9 recent weeks from one of the MNs
in one of our data centers. Fig. 6 illustrates the number
of unique users of VCL (overall) on each day within our
analysis time window. Fig. 7 illustrates the overall number
of reservations requested over the same time period. We can
see daily and weekly variation in usage. A peak during the
middle of a week and tails during the weekends. Results
are not unexpected and the graphs reflect well the start of
the semester, holidays, etc. Fig. 8 on the other hand shows
failure related messages recorded on one of the MN (only
a fraction of the users were directed to that MN at any
time, perhaps 10 to 20%). We see similar, but less regular
peaks, multiple messages per failure, and some clustering
consistent with increased overall usage and either hardware
outages or a proportional increase in failures due to capacity
limitations.

Table 2 summarizes some basic information about the MN
log files we analyzed for the period 01/02/2011 to 03/06/2011.
Each log file is between 600 and 1500 MB in size, and there
are between 5.5 million 12 million events per log file. Each
log line (or record) is an event that has been logged in the
file by the VCL system when a pre-determined set of instruc-
tions were successfully executed. The string field in the log
line contains the values for the variable parameters of that
event. When an action doesn’t complete in its entirety, then
a failure has happened. This is indicated in the string field
of the log line by the words ‘CRITICAL’ or ‘WARNING’
depending on which type of failure has occurred.

3.2 Modeling Failures
In general, if system usage is available (e.g., inservice time,

number of users), and failure categories and times when they
occur is available, then reliability and availability analysis of
cloud-based environments should be fairly straightforward
and comparable to that of other large scale systems (e.g.,
[7], [8], [9])

The specific failures of VCL that we investigates here are
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Table 1: Top 4 image Reservation Statistics
Name Reservations Unique Users Hours Used <2 min

load time
>=2 min
load time

Failures

Maple 13 (WinXP) 34206 3668 45079 27061 7123 141(0.4%)
Linux Lab Machine 10375 1120 22085 10305 17 26(0.3%)

XINU (CSC501) 9093 148 19470 6832 2256 22 (0.2%)
E115 Office 2007 7281 959 11916 6627 653 21 (0.3%)

Table 2: Data on the log files of the case study
Name Size(in MB) No:of Events Start Date End Date No:of

Critical
Failures

No:of
Warning
Failures

vcld.log.9 647.91 5,486,629 2011-01-02 2011-01-09 8 133
vcld.log.8 718.66 5,959,644 2011-01-09 2011-01-16 24 120
vcld.log.7 972.47 8,076,463 2011-01-16 2011-01-23 68 207
vcld.log.6 1,014.60 8,436,814 2011-01-23 2011-01-30 126 312
vcld.log.5 1,068.38 8,861,841 2011-01-30 2011-02-06 72 273
vcld.log.4 1,180.91 9,743,086 2011-02-06 2011-02-13 25 160
vcld.log.3 1,167.18 9,638,969 2011-02-13 2011-02-20 46 170
vcld.log.2 1,217.29 10,170,808 2011-02-20 2011-02-27 89 304
vcld.log.1 1,429.26 11,897,832 2011-02-27 2011-03-06 93 486

Figure 7: Number of Reservations/Day

those that occur when a user requests an image and the VCL
system either fails to reserve the image, or takes more time
than expected to make the reservation. When the user fails
to get access to the requested image, it could be that the
VCL system could not load the image on the chosen hard-
ware, or it could not give the required access to a reserved
image, etc.. These types of failures would be classified as
‘Critical’ failures. In other situations, the VCL system might
make more than one attempt to load the image. This would
be a ‘Warning’ type failure. Another example of this type of
failure would be when the VCL system does not recognize
a user, or information about a user, since it does not have
the required data in its database. With reference to Fig.
8, we see more CRITICAL failures in the first two weeks
(01/02/2011 to 01/16/2011) due to this. This can be also
seen in the cumulative graph shown in Fig. 9.

Figs. 10 and 11 show similar graphs for ‘Warning’ failures.
We see that the trends of ‘Warning’ failures closely match
the trends of the ‘Critical’ failures.

These graphs indicate that fitting models to that data may
be best driven by the past usage profiles. The more usage the
more failures. Also start of a semester, or days just after a
longer holiday, and days when large homeworks are due, will
probably result in anomalies. The implication there is that
once VCL is installed, the process failure rate is relatively
constant and the total number of failures experienced dur-
ing a day is typically commensurate with that installation’s
demand for certain type of images and concurrent usage of
the resources. Special situations will exist. For example
there can be instances when the number of reservations can
be very high compared to the number of users. This is ev-
ident from the data on 02/07/2011, when the number of
reservations requests is close to 1560 whereas the number of
unique users are only 668. This means that some users were
reserving more images than the usual. This could be due
to a block (lab) reservation of many instances of an image.
Another thing we observed is that the VCL software faults
accounted for about 20% of the failures, while the remain-
der was for most part attributable to infrastructure related
issues and resource exhaustions.

4. RELATED WORK
Buyya et.al. [6] discuss market oriented cloud computing.

They believe that reliability in the cloud can be provided by
a Service Level Agreement (SLA) oriented resource alloca-
tion. Each customer will require a different level of Quality
of Service (QoS). Based on their needs, the cloud comput-
ing services provider can negotiate different SLAs. They
note that cloud service providers must use market-oriented
resource management to regulate the supply of demand of
the cloud resources. They also must promote QoS based
resource allocation mechanisms that uses the utility of con-
sumers and providers for differentiating service requests.

This approach actually makes a lot of sense in the VCL
context. Since most of the issues are resource driven, and in
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Figure 8: Critical Failures per Day for 9 weeks

Figure 9: Cumulative Critical Failures for 9 weeks

Figure 10: Warning Failures per Day for 9 weeks

Figure 11: Cumulative Warning Failures for 9 weeks

reality VCL self-heals through very large redundancy of its
resources, one can achieve a range of QoS and SLA goals.

Vouk [16] points out that cloud computing can improve
reliability when compared to dedicated company specific self
managed data centers. He points out that an important
component of the reliability equation is handling of security
faults and failures. Security faults and failures are a subset
of the general set of system software and configuration faults,
and VCL has an excellent record in that domain.

Armbrust et.al. [4] lists ‘10 obstacles and opportunities for
cloud computing’. They believe that the rank 1 obstacle is
reliability. They believe that cloud customers could face ‘A
single point of failure’ if the particular cloud infrastructure
is managed by a single company. They recommend that
high availability customers use multiple cloud vendors to
distribute the risk and provide fail over.

In the context of VCL, software reliability engineering lit-
erature [9] is probably less important than the hardware
and resource exhaustion management literature [15], and
software-based fault-tolerance literature (e.g., McAllister and
Vouk [9] and references therein).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
VCL is a flexible production cloud computing environ-

ment. Examination of its failures, faults and operational
profile leads us to conclude that in this specific cloud com-
puting environment, system software failures play a rela-
tively small role. Most of the failures appear to be related to
computational resource exhaustion, license exhaustion, and
hardware failures. In a smaller number of instances mapping
of images to appropriate hardware is the cause,i.e. accuracy
of the mapping tables and site configuration management.
Thus, in this context, classical software reliability engineer-
ing growth models do not appear to apply , or apply at 20%
or so level. Instead, usage-profile-driven failure modeling
(assuming relatively small and relatively constant process
failure rate - in the range of 0.1% to 0.5%) may be an appro-
priate approach. This is more akin to the rare-event analysis
discussed by Jones and Vouk in [9]. A bath-tub model may
also apply in periods where major re-configuration of the
system has occurred (in the case of VCL this is over longer
holidays when we logically move our resources from general
to HPC pool, and in the process reload all affected comput-
ers. While we have tried to use descriptive statistical models
to describe cumulative failure rates in the context of adap-
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tive logging [12], such approach has probably less predictive
validity than simply multiplication of the usage profile curve
by an appropriate constant failure rate and fraction of users
on a particular MN.

In the plan is more exhaustive analysis of both global and
management node logs, development of a failure and fault
taxonomies, and development of hybrid reliability and avail-
ability models (a combination of hardware, fault-tolerance,
and software models).
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